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The American, luxury design brand, KOKET | Love Happens is headed to Milan to present the latest design 
trends to the interior design world at the world renown design show, iSaloni. The seductive brand will 
show the finest in luxury and glamour décor in Hall 14, booth D51. 

Guests will be mesmerized by the Parisian-inspired intricate black doors that grace the booth’s entrance, 
and be beckoned to enter. Inside will be the seduction of the Guilty Pleasures and Exotic Opulence 
Collections with dramatic case good, luxury upholstery, exquisite lighting and decadent furs combined 
with luxury and exotic materials, since jewel to the exclusive peacock feathers.

While in Milan, KOKET will present exclusive design news and statement pieces that create an 
uncontrollable desire. Booth D51 will be designed with tempting pieces that seduce at first sight, and 
create a feminine and glamourous ambiance. It will be impossible to resist the curves and shapes of the 
trends this fashionable brand will set in Milan.

Koket’s Spring Seduction in Milan 
KOKET returns to seduce Milan with decadent new pieces and elegant favorites at 

Europe’s biggest design fair, iSaloni, occurring April 14th to the 19th.

Love Happened over a simple sketch of a chair in a New York City Lounge over cocktails. 
As the grace of the pen took to the paper the desire to possess and create other pieces with the same empowerment 
became euphoric. KOKET is devotion to the seduction of the exquisite and to the provocation of love. 
Highly in�uenced by the decorative arts, fashion, �ora and fauna, forms and decorative techniques from the glamorous 
eras reappear in the most sophisticated versions of contemporary trends. KOKET brings empowering style to a highly 
edited unique collection of furniture, passing on a sense of entitlement, exclusivity and prestige.



  

The Besame Chair is the key to women’s world. The color, the shape and the curves of this stylish chair 
radiate with femininity. Inspired by the sexy lines of the lips, the Besame is a soft chair with a fire of 
passion. 

Enigma chair shows the two different and complex sides of a woman. Inside, the plush black velvet 
represents the soft and gentle personality, while the outside of the chair’s satiny ruched fabric, reflects a 
woman’s strength. The deep black makes this chair looks enigmatic; just as a woman is full of mystery 
waiting to be discovered. 
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The Sinful cabinet’s already luxurious design is only enhanced by the black and gold. The doors in black 
leather create a sensation of exoticism, and the gold details, like the serpent handles, improve the 
extravagance of this design piece. Sinful is a tempting combination between modern and daring. 

Stella mirror brings the elegance of spring into any home. The details of the antique gold enhances the 
feminine flowers that circle the mirror. Cherish the beauty of every passing glance or intimate encounter 
with the flawless mirrored glass. 
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